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“I think that the Internet is going to be one of the major forces for reducing the role of government. The one thing that’s missing, but that will soon be developed, is a reliable e-cash, a method whereby on the Internet you can transfer funds from A to B, without A knowing B or B knowing A.”

—Milton Friedman, 1999

“The root problem with conventional currency is all the trust that’s required to make it work. The central bank must be trusted not to debase the currency, but the history of fiat currencies is full of breaches of that trust. Banks must be trusted to hold our money and transfer it electronically, but they lend it out in waves of credit bubbles with barely a fraction in reserve. We have to trust them with our privacy, trust them not to let identity thieves drain our accounts. Their massive overhead costs make micropayments impossible.”

—Satoshi Nakamoto, 2009

“Bitcoin offers a sweeping vista of the opportunity to reimage how the financial system can and should work in the Internet era, and a catalyst to reshape that system in ways that are more powerful for individuals and businesses alike.”

—Marc Andreessen, 2014
I. INTRODUCTION

Bitcoin is the world’s first completely decentralized digital currency. Six short years ago, knowledge of it was confined to a handful of hobbyists on Internet forums. Today, the bitcoin economy is larger than the economies of some of the world’s smaller nations. The value of a bitcoin (or BTC) has grown and fluctuated greatly, from pennies in its early days to over $1,200 at its peak in November 2013. The current market capitalization of the bitcoin economy is estimated to be roughly $6.4 billion.\(^1\) Businesses big and small have shown an interest in integrating the Bitcoin platform into their operations and in providing new services within the bitcoin economy. Venture capitalists, too, are eager to put their money behind this growing industry.\(^2\) One database of venture capital investments in Bitcoin businesses lists over $1 billion in total known venture capital funding over the past four years, up from $2 million in 2012 to $548 million in 2015.\(^3\) Traditional financial institutions and researchers have also begun to take notice—\(^4\)and to get involved.\(^5\) Noting Bitcoin’s rapid development and its status as a “remarkable conceptual and technical achievement,” the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago released a
primer on the cryptocurrency in 2013. The development of Bitcoin and its early successes are an exciting testament to the ingenuity of the modern entrepreneur.

Because Bitcoin is decentralized, it can be used pseudonymously, and this has attracted the attention of regulators. The same qualities that make Bitcoin attractive as a payment system could also allow users to evade taxes, launder money, and trade illicit goods. Several federal regulatory bodies, including the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) of the Department of the Treasury, the Department of Justice, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), and the Federal Elections Commission (FEC) have all released official statements regarding the regulation of virtual currencies, including Bitcoin. Some bitcoin financial start-ups are even currently applying for official registration and oversight from the SEC, while another startup has already sought and secured CFTC approval. States such as New York and California have begun addressing their money-transmission licensing laws in light of virtual currency technologies like Bitcoin. In considering how to best oversee this still nascent technology, government regulators should take care that their overlapping directives do not hinder the promising growth potential of this innovative financial platform.

This primer will provide a short introduction to the Bitcoin network, including its properties, operations, and pseudonymous character. It will describe the benefits of allowing the Bitcoin network to develop and innovate, while highlighting issues of concern for consumers, policymakers, and regulators. It will describe the current regulatory
landscape and explore other potential regulations that could be promulgated. It will conclude by providing policy recommendations that will address policymakers’ common concerns while allowing for innovation within the Bitcoin network.
II. WHAT IS BITCOIN?

Bitcoin is an open-source, peer-to-peer digital currency. Among the many things that make Bitcoin unique is that it is the world’s first completely decentralized digital payments system. This may sound complicated, but the underlying concepts are not difficult to understand.

OVERVIEW

Until Bitcoin’s invention in 2008 by the unidentified programmer known as Satoshi Nakamoto, online transactions always required a trusted third-party intermediary. For example, if Alice wanted to send $100 to Bob over the Internet, she would have had to rely on a third-party service like PayPal or MasterCard. Intermediaries like PayPal keep a ledger of account holders’ balances. When Alice sends Bob $100, PayPal deducts the amount from her account and adds it to Bob’s account.

Without such intermediaries, digital money could be spent twice. Imagine there are no intermediaries with ledgers, and digital cash is simply a computer file, just
as digital documents are computer files. Alice could send $100 to Bob by attaching a money file to a message. But just as with email, sending an attachment does not remove it from one’s computer. Alice would retain a copy of the money file after she sends it. She could then easily send the same $100 to Charlie. In computer science, this is known as the “double-spending” problem,\(^{18}\) and until Bitcoin, it could only be solved by employing a trusted ledger-keeping third party.

Bitcoin’s invention is revolutionary because, for the first time, the double-spending problem can be solved without a third party. Bitcoin does this by distributing the necessary ledger among all the users of the system via a peer-to-peer network. Every transaction that occurs in the bitcoin economy is registered in a publicly distributed ledger, which is called the blockchain. New transactions are checked against the blockchain to ensure that the same bitcoins haven’t already been spent, thus eliminating the double-spending problem. The global peer-to-peer network, composed of thousands of users, takes the place of an intermediary; Alice and Bob can transact without PayPal.

One thing to note right away is that transactions on the Bitcoin network are not denominated in dollars or euros or yen as they are on PayPal, but are instead denominated in bitcoins. This makes it a virtual currency in addition to a decentralized payments network. The value of the currency is not derived from gold or government fiat, but from the value that people assign to it. The dollar value of a bitcoin is determined on an open market, just like the exchange rate between different world currencies.
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OPERATION

So far we have discussed what Bitcoin is: a decentralized peer-to-peer payments network and a virtual currency that essentially operates as online cash. Now we will take a closer look at how Bitcoin works.

Bitcoin transactions are verified and secured through the clever use of public-key cryptography.\(^{19}\) Public-key cryptography requires that each user be assigned two “keys,” one private key that is kept secret like a password, and one public key that can be shared with the world. The public key is often referred to as a “Bitcoin address.”\(^{20}\) Users can generate as many keypairs as they desire, and they are managed by a Bitcoin “wallet” that acts as a kind of Bitcoin keyring.\(^{21}\) When Alice decides to transfer bitcoins to Bob, she creates a message, called a transaction, which contains Bob’s public key, and she “signs” it with her private key. By looking at Alice’s public key, anyone can verify that the transaction was indeed signed with her private key, that it is an authentic exchange, and that Bob is the new owner of the funds. The transaction—and thus the transfer of ownership of the bitcoins—is recorded, time-stamped, and displayed in one “block” of the blockchain. Public-key cryptography ensures that all computers in the network have a constantly updated and verified record of all transactions within the Bitcoin network, which prevents double spending and fraud.

What does it mean when we say that the network verifies transactions and reconciles the ledger? And how exactly are new bitcoins created and introduced into the money supply? As we have already seen, because Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer network, there is no central authority charged with either creating currency units or verifying transactions. This network depends on users who provide their computing power to do the logging and reconciling of transactions.
These users are called miners\textsuperscript{22} because they are rewarded for their work with newly created bitcoins. Bitcoins are created, or “mined,” as thousands of dispersed computers solve complex math problems that verify the transactions in the blockchain. As one commentator has put it,

The actual mining of bitcoins is by a purely mathematical process. A useful analogy is with the search for prime numbers: it used to be fairly easy to find the small ones (Eratosthenes in Ancient Greece produced the first algorithm for finding them). But as they were found it got harder to find the larger ones. Nowadays researchers use advanced high-performance computers to find them and their achievements are noted by the mathematical community (for example, the University of Tennessee maintains a list of the highest 5,000).

For bitcoins the search is not actually for prime numbers but to find a sequence of data (called a block) that produces a particular pattern when the Bitcoin “hash” algorithm is applied to the data. When a match occurs the miner obtains a bounty of bitcoins (and also a fee if that block was used to certify a transaction). The size of the bounty reduces as bitcoins around the world are mined.

The difficulty of the search is also increased so that it becomes computationally more difficult to find a match. These two effects combine to reduce over time the rate at which bitcoins are produced and mimic the production rate of a
commodity like gold. At some point new bitcoins will not be produced and the only incentive for miners will be transaction fees.23

Thus the Bitcoin protocol was designed so that each miner contributes a computer’s processing power toward maintaining the infrastructure needed to support the currency network and verifying transactions in the blockchain. In return, miners are awarded newly created bitcoins. The collective effort of miners’ processing power to the network is known as the “hashrate.” As more processing power is dedicated to mining and the hashrate increases, the protocol will increase the difficulty of the math problem, ensuring that bitcoins are always mined at a predictable and limited rate. (Conversely, if the network hashrate decreases, the protocol will accordingly adjust to decrease the difficulty of the math problem, as occurred, for example, in December of 2014.)24

This process of mining bitcoins will not continue forever. Bitcoin was designed to mimic the extraction of gold or other precious metals from the earth—only a limited, known number of bitcoins can ever be mined. The arbitrary number chosen to be the cap is 21 million bitcoins. Miners are projected to painstakingly harvest the last “satoshi” (named for the unidentified Satoshi Nakamoto), or 0.00000001 of a bitcoin, in the year 2140. If the total mining power scales to a high enough level, the difficulty in mining bitcoins will have increased so much that procuring this last satoshi will be quite a challenging digital undertaking. Once the last satoshi has been mined, miners who contribute their processing power toward verifying transactions will be rewarded through transaction fees rather than mined bitcoins. This ensures that miners still have an
incentive to keep the network running after the last bitcoin is mined.

**PSEUDONYMITY**

A great deal of the attention given to Bitcoin in the media centers on the anonymity that the digital currency is supposed to lend its users. But this idea stems from a mistaken understanding of the currency.

Because online transactions to date have required a third-party intermediary, they have not been anonymous. PayPal, for example, will have a record of every time Alice has sent Bob money. And because Alice’s and Bob’s PayPal accounts are tied to their respective bank accounts, their identities are likely known. In contrast, if Alice gives Bob $100 in cash, there is no intermediary and no record of the transaction. And if Alice and Bob don’t know each other’s identities, we can say the transaction is completely anonymous.

Bitcoin falls somewhere between these two extremes. On the one hand, bitcoins are like cash in that once Alice gives bitcoins to Bob, she no longer has them and Bob does, and there is no third-party intermediary between them who knows their respective identities. On the other hand, unlike cash, the fact that the bitcoin transaction took place between two public keys, the time it took place, the amount of the transaction, and other information is all recorded in the blockchain. Indeed, every transaction that has ever occurred in the history of the bitcoin economy is publicly viewable in the blockchain.25

The public keys for all transactions—also known as Bitcoin addresses26—are recorded in the blockchain, but they are not tied to anyone’s identity. If a person’s identity
were linked to a public key, one could look through the recorded transactions in the blockchain and easily see all the transactions associated with that key. So, while Bitcoin is very similar to cash in that parties can transact without disclosing their identities to a third party or to each other, it is unlike cash in that all the transactions to and from a particular Bitcoin address can be traced. In this way Bitcoin is not anonymous, but pseudonymous.

Tying a real-world identity to a pseudonymous Bitcoin address is not as difficult as some might imagine. For one thing, a person’s identity (or at least identifying information, such as an IP address) is often recorded when the person makes a Bitcoin transaction at a website or exchanges dollars for bitcoins at a bitcoin exchange. To increase the chances of remaining pseudonymous, one would have to employ anonymizing software like Tor and take care never to transact with Bitcoin addresses that could be tied back to one’s identity.

Finally, it is also possible to glean identities simply by looking at the blockchain. One study found that behavior-based clustering techniques could reveal the identities of 40 percent of the Bitcoin users in their simulated Bitcoin experiment. An early network analysis showed how certain statistical techniques can divulge the financial activity and identities of some Bitcoin users. A later analysis of the statistical properties of the Bitcoin transaction graph garnered similar results with a larger dataset. Another analysis of the same Bitcoin transaction graph reiterated that observers using a special technique called entity merging can observe structural patterns in user behavior and emphasized that this is “one of the most important challenges to Bitcoin anonymity.” Indeed, these capabilities are more than theoretical: Ross Ulbricht was found
guilty of criminal conspiracies stemming from the operation of the Silk Road online black market in part because prosecutors could trace bitcoins sent from the Silk Road servers directly to Ulbricht’s personal wallets. 

Recently, two federal agents working on the Silk Road investigation were arrested for allegedly stealing hundreds of thousands of dollars in bitcoins from the black market; they were traced and identified through blockchain analysis. On the other hand, developers regularly propose and test new technological tools that could potentially undermine such blockchain forensic techniques. As in other technological spaces, there is a tension between projects to increase privacy and projects building tools for law enforcement surveillance and consumer transparency. Some developments temporarily increase privacy at the cost of transparency, while others temporarily push law enforcement concerns before privacy. It is unclear which tendency will prevail in the Bitcoin network in the long run.

In general, Bitcoin users do enjoy a much higher level of privacy than do users of traditional digital-transfer services, who must provide detailed personal information to the third-party financial intermediaries that facilitate the exchange.

Although Bitcoin is frequently referred to as an anonymous currency, in reality, it is very difficult to stay anonymous in the Bitcoin network. Pseudonyms tied to transactions recorded in the public ledger can be identified years after an exchange is made. Once Bitcoin intermediaries are fully compliant with the bank-secrecy regulations required of traditional financial intermediaries, anonymity will be even less guaranteed because Bitcoin intermediaries will be required to collect personal data on their customers.
III. BENEFITS

The first question that many people have when they learn about Bitcoin is, “Why would I want to use bit-coins when I can use dollars?” Bitcoin is still a new and fluctuating currency that is not accepted by many merchants, so the uses for Bitcoin may seem mostly experimental. To better understand why people might want to use Bitcoin, it helps to think of it, not necessarily as a replacement for traditional currencies, but rather as a new payment system.

Because there is no third-party intermediary, Bitcoin transactions can be cheaper and quicker than traditional payment networks. And because transactions can be cheaper, and currency units are divisible to the eighth decimal place, Bitcoin can make micropayments and other innovations truly cost-efficient for the first time. Additionally, Bitcoin holds much promise as a way to lower transaction costs for small businesses and global remittances, alleviate global poverty by improving access to capital, protect individuals against capital controls and censorship, ensure financial privacy for oppressed groups, and spur innovation (within and on top of the Bitcoin protocol). On the other
hand, Bitcoin’s decentralized nature also presents opportunities for crime. The challenge, then, is to develop processes that diminish the opportunities for criminality while maintaining the benefits that Bitcoin can provide.

**LOWER TRANSACTION COSTS**

First, Bitcoin is attractive to cost-conscious firms looking for ways to lower the cost of doing business. Credit cards have greatly expanded the ease of transacting, but their use comes with considerable costs to merchants. Businesses that wish to offer the option of credit card payments to their customers must first pay for a merchant account with each credit card company. Depending on the terms of agreement with each credit card company, businesses must then pay a variety of authorization fees, transaction fees, statement fees, interchange fees, and customer-service fees, among other charges. These fees quickly add up and significantly increase the cost of doing business. However, if a merchant neglects to accept credit card payments to save on fees, he or she could lose a considerable amount of business from customers who enjoy the ease of credit cards.

Since Bitcoin facilitates direct transactions without a third party, it removes costly charges that accompany credit card transactions. Last year, a high-powered group of investors including Virgin Group’s Richard Branson, Yahoo! founder Jerry Yang’s AME Cloud Ventures, and the Founders Fund, the venture capital fund headed by Peter Thiel of PayPal and Facebook fame, invested a record-breaking $30 million in the payment-processing company BitPay because of the service’s potential to lower the business costs of doing online commerce across borders. The popular wallet and
exchange service for consumers, Coinbase, broke that prevailing record for bitcoin startup funding in early 2015, raising $75 million in investments from a group of investors including the Spanish banking consortium BBVA, the New York Stock Exchange, and the famed venture capital firm Andreessen Horowitz, which counts Twitter, Skype, and Facebook as early successes. In fact, small businesses have already started to accept bitcoins as a way to avoid the costs of doing business with credit card companies. Others have adopted the currency for its speed and efficiency in facilitating transactions. Merchants labeled “high risk” by credit card companies may have difficulty finding a payment processor willing to work with them, so they have turned to Bitcoin merchant services providers, like BitPay, as an affordable and convenient alternative to credit card services. Bitcoin could continue to lower transaction costs for businesses that accept it as more people adopt the currency.

Accepting credit card payments also puts businesses on the hook for chargeback fraud. Merchants have long been plagued by fraudulent chargebacks or consumer-initiated payment reversals based on a false claim that a product has not been delivered. Merchants therefore can lose the payment for the item as well as the item itself, and also have to pay a fee for the chargeback. As a nonreversible payment system, Bitcoin eliminates the “friendly fraud” wrought by the misuse of consumer chargebacks, which can be very important for small businesses. As Dan Lee, the manager of a small bodega in Brooklyn, puts it, with Bitcoin “there are lower fees, and you don’t have to worry about chargebacks, which is beneficial for merchants. It’s better than Visa or MasterCard.” These characteristics are so valuable to the business that Lee’s Greene Avenue Market offers a 10 percent discount to customers who pay in bitcoins.
Consumers like chargebacks, however, because that system protects them from unscrupulous merchants or merchant errors. Consumers may also enjoy other benefits that merchant-account fees help fund. Indeed, many consumers and merchants will probably stick to traditional credit card services even if bitcoin payments become available. Still, the expanded choices in payment options would benefit people of all preferences.

Those who want the protection and perks of using a credit card can continue to do so, even if they pay a little more. Those who are more price- or privacy-conscious can use bitcoins instead. Not having to pay merchant fees means that merchants who accept Bitcoin have the option of passing the savings on to consumers. In this way, Bitcoin provides more low-cost options to bargain hunters and small businesses without detracting from the traditional credit card services that some consumers prefer.

As an inexpensive funds-transfer system, Bitcoin also holds promise for the future of low-cost remittances. In 2014, immigrants to developed countries sent roughly $427 billion in remittances back to relatives living in developing countries. The amount of remittances is projected to increase to $493 billion by the end of 2017. Most of these remittances are sent using traditional brick-and-mortar wire services such as Western Union and MoneyGram, which charge steep fees for the service and can take several business days to transfer the funds. In the fourth quarter of 2015, the global average fee for sending remittances was 7.37 percent. A report from the Overseas Development Institute finds that “remittance super taxes” on funds sent to Africa—which can exceed 12 percent of the funds transferred—are holding back development in the area. The report recommends that competition and innovation be
promoted to improve remittance transfers and aid development. Bitcoin can provide such competition and innovation. Transaction fees on the Bitcoin network tend to be less than 0.0005 BTC, or roughly 1 percent of the transaction.\(^{49}\) (Of course, third-party bitcoin payment processors would charge a fee on top of this, but it could still be much cheaper than traditional wiring services.) This entrepreneurial opportunity to improve money transfers has attracted investments from big-name venture capitalists.\(^{50}\) Even MoneyGram and Western Union have contemplated whether to integrate Bitcoin into their business models.\(^{51}\) Bitcoin allows for fast, inexpensive remittances, and the reduction in the cost of global remittances for consumers could be considerable.

New bitcoin businesses are being formed to specifically facilitate bitcoin remittances from prosperous nations to developing countries.\(^{52}\) While still an infant industry, the bitcoin remittance space has already bifurcated into specialized market segments to serve the needs of remittance senders on one end and remittance recipients on the other—all while navigating and minimizing the costs incurred by the respective existing legal and regulatory institutions.

To send a bitcoin remittance with fiat currency, a person in the United States or Hong Kong can now employ an “on-ramp” remittance service like Align Commerce\(^{53}\) or Bitspark,\(^{54}\) which will transfer the local fiat currency into bitcoins in compliance with the regulations of the prevailing jurisdiction. On-ramp remittance companies can then coordinate with “off-ramp” remittance companies in the recipient country to transfer the bitcoins into the local currency and disburse the funds to the intended recipient. If a remittance sender already has bitcoins, the process is
even easier: Simply send the bitcoins to an off-ramp remittance company such as Rebit in the Philippines,55 ArtaBit in Indonesia,56 or BitPesa in Kenya.57 These services allow individuals to enjoy the benefits of lowered costs and shorter delivery times when sending and receiving bitcoin remittances without having to go through the hassle of exchanging bitcoins for fiat currencies by themselves while complying with regulations and securing their own assets.

POTENTIAL TO COMBAT POVERTY AND OPPRESSION

Bitcoin has the potential to improve the quality of life for the world’s poorest in other ways, as well. Improving access to basic financial services is a promising antipoverty technique.58 According to one estimate, 64 percent of people living in developing countries lack access to such services, perhaps because it is too costly for traditional financial institutions to serve poor, rural areas.59 Because of the impediments to developing traditional branch banking in poor areas, people in developing countries have turned to mobile banking services for their financial needs. The closed-system mobile payment service M-Pesa has been particularly successful in countries such as Kenya, Tanzania, and Afghanistan.60 Mobile banking services in developing countries can be further augmented by the adoption of Bitcoin.

Other Bitcoin business models seek to streamline bitcoin use in developing economies. For example, LocalBitcoins.com, a listing and escrow service for individual small bitcoin traders, publicizes trader information in over 190 countries, including Bangladesh, Zimbabwe, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Pakistan, Venezuela, Romania, India, and Libya.61
Charities in the United States have also looked to Bitcoin as a promising way to alleviate poverty. Bitcoin’s ease and affordability for transferring funds makes it an attractive option to lower operation costs for cash-strapped charities. The Bitcoin100 charity campaign has donated bitcoins to a number of causes since 2011. Sean’s Outpost, a homeless-outreach organization located in Pensacola, Florida, has been providing meals and toiletries to Pensacola’s neediest solely with bitcoins. The charity’s founder, Jason King, has opened a nine-acre homeless sanctuary, fittingly titled Satoshi Forest, which is paid for entirely with donations of bitcoins. According to King, Bitcoin’s low costs and ease of transfer make it an ideal currency for his charity. “Anyone being able to send money to us in the world instantaneously is very valuable, and we’ve gotten donations from over twenty-three different countries,” he explains. As an open-system payment service, Bitcoin can provide low-income people in developing and developed countries alike with inexpensive access to financial services on a global scale.

Bitcoin might also provide relief to people living in countries with strict capital controls because the total number of bitcoins that can be mined is capped and cannot be manipulated. Furthermore, there is no central authority that can reverse transactions or prevent the exchange of bitcoins between countries. Bitcoin therefore provides an escape hatch for people who desire an alternative to their country’s devalued currencies or frozen capital markets. We have already seen examples of people turning to Bitcoin to evade the harmful effects of capital controls and central-bank mismanagement. Some Argentines, for instance, have adopted Bitcoin in response to the country’s dual burdens of a 25 percent inflation rate and strict
capital controls. Consumer confidence, too, continues to plunge in Argentina. Demand for bitcoins is so strong there that one popular bitcoin exchange is planning to open an Argentine office. Argentine bitcoin use continues to surge in the face of Argentina’s capital mismanagement. For example, the Net Party, an Argentine political reform movement, was funded almost entirely with donations in bitcoins. “There you can see the difference: the speed of money,” says founder Santiago Siri. “[Raising] the money would have taken eight weeks [using the official currency]; it took one hour with Bitcoin.”

Individuals in oppressive or emergency situations might also benefit from the financial privacy that Bitcoin can provide. There are many reasons why people seek privacy in their financial transactions. Spouses fleeing abusive partners need some way to discreetly spend money without being tracked. People seeking controversial health services desire financial privacy from family members, employers, and others who might judge their decisions. Recent experiences with despotic governments suggest that oppressed citizens would benefit greatly from the ability to make private transactions free from the grabbing hands of tyrants. Bitcoin provides some of the privacy that has traditionally been afforded through cash—with the added convenience of digital transfer.

**STIMULUS FOR FINANCIAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION**

One of the most promising applications of Bitcoin is as a platform for innovation. The Bitcoin protocol contains the digital blueprints for a number of useful financial and legal services that programmers can easily develop. Since
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bitcoins are, at their core, simply packets of data, they can be used to transfer not only currencies but also stocks, bets, and sensitive information. Some of the features that are built into the Bitcoin protocol include micropayments, dispute mediations, assurance contracts, and smart property; the last allows individuals to control ownership of an item through agreements made in the Bitcoin blockchain. A related concept, smart contracts, allows individuals to automate contracts using the Bitcoin protocol to exchange ownership of a good or service once a condition is met. These features would allow for the eventual development of Internet translation services, instantaneous processing for small transactions (like automatically metering Wi-Fi access), Kickstarter-like crowdfunding services, and even distributed mesh networking, which would allow computers and devices to connect directly to each other instead of being connected by a third party Internet service provider or phone company.

Indeed, early initiatives have already materialized. The crowdfunding platform Pozible began allowing project creators to amass microdonations in bitcoins for minuscule transaction fees in 2013. Decentralized platforms like Swarm utilize blockchain technology to match creators and funders to produce crowdfunded projects. The open-source project Lighthouse is a similar venture that specifically aims to crowdfund bounties for developers of Bitcoin Core (the original Bitcoin client that serves as the backbone of the entire network) to improve the software, but these bounties can be used to crowdfund any project, including charitable causes. There have already been successful Lighthouse-powered decentralized crowdfunds for purchasing medical equipment for charities and for the GnuPG email encryption software. The BitHub platform,
too, started allowing software and technology developers of any project to receive micropayments for completed code in 2013. The open-source payment platform Bitmonet provides Internet content creators with a way to monetize their blogs or portfolios using bitcoins. As the bitcoin economy further matures, such innovative applications will continue to materialize.

Bitcoin likewise has catalyzed more complex orders of financial innovation. Professional bitcoin derivatives exchanges have recently started or finalized the process of applying for and receiving official regulatory licensing and oversight. These exchanges include TeraExchange and LedgerX. At the same time, an underground ecosystem of bitcoin-based derivatives exchanges, stock markets, and other information markets has been experimenting with innovative, if legally questionable, financial arrangements for about as long as Bitcoin has been in existence. Unwilling or unable to submit to established regulatory processes, a number of ventures, such as ICBIT Trading, MPEx (which also serves as a bitcoin-based securities market), and Magnr (formerly BTC.sx) have for years been offering bitcoin derivatives that are bought and sold, not for dollars or any other fiat currency, but for bitcoins.

There are also sites online that essentially serve as exchanges for shares of stock denominated in bitcoin. A small number of entrepreneurs have turned to these exchanges to raise capital and sell stock in their companies for bitcoins. The companies and funds listed on these exchanges tend to be bitcoin-related businesses, such as manufacturers of mining equipment, but they have also included bitcoin-denominated gambling sites like Satoshi Dice and BitBet. Because they operate in a kind of digital Wild West, bitcoin securities markets have sometimes
been plagued by frauds and scams with little recourse for investors. This was the case with the Bitcoin Savings and Trust (BTCST) fund listed on the defunct Global Bitcoin Stock Exchange (GLBSE). BTCST was eventually ruled to have been a Ponzi scheme in a federal lawsuit filed by the SEC. Alternatively, platforms like the MPEx stock exchange actively discourage novices from trading through a complicated user interface, and they promote transparency through periodic shareholder reports. Whether purportedly self-regulating or not, bitcoin-based derivatives and stock markets will continue to face regulatory scrutiny from bodies that hold the appropriate jurisdiction, as we will discuss later.

Developers and entrepreneurs have also experimented with using Bitcoin technology to facilitate information and prediction markets. Prediction markets can take the form of simple gambling—such as guessing whether or not a random number generator will make one a winner on bitcoin-denominated gambling sites like BitBet. More complex and socially useful prediction markets allow individuals to make bets on the outcomes they think most likely for future events in politics, business, sports, and culture. By allowing individuals to “put their bitcoins where their mouths are,” prediction markets can generate valuable insights about the likelihoods of events by better incentivizing individuals to share and value relevant information. One successful example of a popular non-Bitcoin prediction market was Intrade, which facilitated predictions about US election results that were often more accurate than media pundits with a supposed expertise in political projections. Intrade stopped operations in the United States after the CFTC sued the service for illegally selling futures contracts. But prediction markets were revived through Bitcoin
technology with platforms like Predictious.com, BTCOracle, and Bets of Bitcoin. The Augur prediction market built on the Ethereum platform is slated to launch in the Spring of 2016.\textsuperscript{87} Pure information markets that allow individuals to buy and sell valuable information—like a whistleblower leak of government or corporate corruption—are also operating using Bitcoin technology.\textsuperscript{88}

Bitcoin’s core innovation is the blockchain ledger technology that allows information to be coordinated, verified, and recorded in a distributed manner. Once this innovation was revealed publicly, anyone could employ the concept in their own digital currency. Enterprising programmers and entrepreneurs have tweaked or simply duplicated Bitcoin’s consensus-reaching method and have applied it in novel ways. A constellation of alternative coins, or “altcoins,” has since proliferated in the wake of Bitcoin’s genesis.\textsuperscript{89}

One of the most popular altcoins, Litecoin, is nearly identical to the Bitcoin system but with important differences. The designer wanted to create an alternative coin whose mining process did not result in the kind of hardware arms race that Bitcoin was experiencing;\textsuperscript{90} he therefore employed the novel “scrypt” mining algorithm as its consensus mechanism rather than Bitcoin’s SHA-256.\textsuperscript{91} The Zcash project seeks to engineer a new cryptocurrency that provides the same functionality as Bitcoin along with enhanced privacy and fungibility.\textsuperscript{92} Even Internet jokes can make a splash in the cryptocurrency world. The popular “Doge” meme of a Shibu Inu dog gazing mischievously at the viewer surrounded by ungrammatical phrases was memorialized as a joke in the Dogecoin cryptocurrency. As a result, Dogecoin notably enjoyed flurries of market activity,\textsuperscript{93} a passionate following, and even NASCAR sponsorship.\textsuperscript{94} Hundreds of these altcoins have
been launched since Bitcoin started gaining popularity five years ago, but only a few dozen cryptocurrencies have market capitalizations of over one million at any given time. Because of its first-mover advantage, Bitcoin enjoys much greater network effects than any other cryptocurrency, and by almost any measure—market capitalization, number of users, number of transactions, network computing capacity, etc.—it is orders of magnitude larger than its closest competitors.

Programmers can also develop alternative protocols to complement or run directly on top of the Bitcoin protocol in the same way that the Web and email are run on top of the Internet’s TCP/IP protocol. Many projects seek to develop software that will interface directly with the Bitcoin protocol. For example, the Colored Coins project seeks to develop a software layer on top of the Bitcoin protocol that would allow users to “color” specific bitcoins and to represent real-world assets like gold, property, or commodities that could then be traded using the network.95 In 2015, Nasdaq announced that it was planning on integrating colored coin functionality to allow users to issue and transfer securities on the Bitcoin blockchain.96 By late 2015, Nasdaq’s private markets blockchain project, Linq, was being tested by six startups and investors as means of managing asset trading and ownership.97 Another programmer created a digital notary service to anonymously and securely store a “proof of existence” for private documents on top of the Bitcoin protocol.98 The Open Transactions platform, which predates the Bitcoin protocol, employs Chaumian untraceable cash techniques99 and a system of federated servers to improve the privacy and security of digital currency transactions without requiring any changes to the Bitcoin protocol.100
Other projects try a related but distinct approach to blockchain innovation. Rather than developing software to interact with and enhance the Bitcoin network, these programmers create new blockchains to power their own desired noncurrency concepts. For example, the Bitmessage team has adopted the Bitcoin model as a way to encrypt digital communications.\textsuperscript{101} Namecoin, the first “fork,” or derivative copy, of the Bitcoin software, is a distributed, open-source information registration system based on blockchain technology that could theoretically serve as a decentralized replacement\textsuperscript{102} for the hierarchical Domain Name System (DNS) that currently serves as the Internet’s primary directory service.\textsuperscript{103} The new Foxtrot initiative from payment processor BitPay is intended to create a decentralized mesh network using blockchain methods.\textsuperscript{104}

Still others seek to employ blockchain technology to distribute computing generally. A helpful metaphor for understanding such projects is the development of cloud computing. For decades, we ran most applications on our desktop computers. More complex functions might be processed by physical servers within the user’s vicinity. But for most computer users, all of their important data was contained on their personal hard drives, and the applications that one used to access that data ran locally on one’s computer. Should anything have happened to our hard drives, all of our data would be lost unless we had the foresight to frequently back it up. The advent of cloud computing changed all of this. Today, our applications and data are increasingly moving to the cloud. Instead of Microsoft Word running locally on one’s computer, one might use Google Docs running in a web browser. Instead of storing family photos in one’s hard drive, one might instead use Flickr or Facebook to keep and share photos.
Projects like Ethereum\textsuperscript{105} and MaidSafe\textsuperscript{106} aim to extend the logic of cloud computing to distributed systems. Instead of relying on HP or Amazon or Microsoft to maintain cloud servers, blockchain technology could provide similar functions with distributed computing. These developers envision a future where cryptography and distributed consensus mechanisms form platforms on which entrepreneurs and programmers can experiment with new applications, currencies, and business models at low cost and with few vulnerabilities to “trusted” third parties. This means that cloud applications will still run in the cloud, just as YouTube or Google Docs do today, but instead of “the cloud” being a metaphor for Google-run servers, it would become truly nebulous, running on the shared resources of thousands of distributed computers and not controlled by any central authority.

Given this impressive array of projects spurred or augmented by the initial Bitcoin blockchain, we are often asked why the title of this booklet is \textit{Bitcoin: A Primer for Policymakers} rather than speaking broadly of cryptocurrencies or listing other popular coins. Our reason is simple: Bitcoin was the first cryptocurrency, so it enjoys beneficial network effects that help it to, by and large, dominate the space. Bitcoin leads in any metric we could choose. On a psychological level, Bitcoin serves as a foundational technology because it is the digital currency that first introduced the blockchain innovation. The romantic genesis story of a pseudonymous programmer secretly toiling to bring light to the world and an exit from the global financial system imbues Bitcoin with added emotional appeal. At the time of this writing, Bitcoin’s market capitalization of roughly $6.4 billion exceeds the closest competitor, Ethereum, by 7 times, and the third
contender, Ripple, by 25 times. Venture capital investments in Bitcoin companies also outpace the others and are on track to exceed $1 billion since 2012 in 2015. Likewise, Bitcoin by far dominates other cryptocurrencies in the total number of users, network nodes, active addresses, average number and value of transactions per hour, and number of accepting merchants.

In fact, the network effect enjoyed by Bitcoin presents an unfortunate barrier to cryptocurrency innovation. The Bitcoin protocol lacks many experimental features that competing coins seek to provide, but Bitcoin developers are necessarily conservative in the changes that they will integrate to the core protocol. The “sidechains” development project, led by cryptocurrency pioneer Adam Back, seeks to change the core Bitcoin protocol to allow bitcoins to be transferred between the Bitcoin blockchain and a potentially infinite number of “pegged sidechains” that are “sharded” from the primary blockchain. In other words, alternate cryptocurrencies could be programmed into new blockchains that are pegged to an initial amount of bitcoins and convertible with the original Bitcoin blockchain. Since sidechain tokens would be tied to the existing liquidity and value of the Bitcoin blockchain, developers and entrepreneurs would be better able to experiment with new features while facing fewer barriers to adoption and more opportunities to compete in the market. If implemented, sidechains could render Bitcoin a kind of “reserve currency of the entire cryptocurrency sector.”

Regardless of whether any particular venture succeeds or fails, it is remarkable that the Bitcoin protocol provides opportunities for programmers and entrepreneurs to experiment with such a diverse range of useful applications. Bitcoin is thus the foundation upon which other layers of
functionality can be built. The Bitcoin project can be best thought of as a process of financial and communicative experimentation. Policymakers should take care that their directives do not quash the many promising innovations developing within and on top of this fledgling protocol.
IV. CHALLENGES

Despite the benefits that it presents, Bitcoin has some downsides for potential users to consider. It has exhibited considerable price volatility throughout its existence. New users are at risk of improperly securing or even accidentally deleting their bitcoins if they are not cautious. Additionally, there are concerns about whether hacking could compromise the bitcoin economy.

VOLATILITY

Bitcoin has weathered at least six significant price adjustments since 2011. These adjustments resemble traditional speculative bubbles: overoptimistic media coverage of Bitcoin prompts waves of novice investors to pump up bitcoin prices. The exuberance reaches a tipping point, and the value eventually plummets. Newcomer investors eager to participate run the risk of overvaluing the currency and losing their money in a crash. Bitcoin’s fluctuating value makes many observers skeptical of the currency’s future.

Does this volatility foretell the end of Bitcoin? Some commentators believe so. Others suggest that these
fluctuations are stress testing the currency and might eventually decrease in frequency as mechanisms, such as derivatives markets, develop to counteract volatility. The handful of unregulated bitcoin derivatives markets that had partially filled this need in the early days, like MPEx and ICBIT Trading, are now giving way to professional, regulated bitcoin derivatives and swaps markets. The first US-regulated bitcoin swaps exchange, TeraExchange, began operations under CFTC supervision in September of 2014. Another startup, LedgerX, submitted an application to the CFTC for registration as a bitcoin derivatives clearing organization and bitcoin swap execution facility in December of 2014. CFTC is currently reviewing the application but granted LedgerX temporary registration in September of 2015. Other professional ventures include Crypto Facilities in the United Kingdom and BitMEX in Hong Kong.

It is possible that the price of bitcoins will become less volatile as these derivatives markets continue to develop and as more people become familiar with the Bitcoin technology and develop realistic expectations about its future. Indeed, some measures of historical bitcoin volatility suggest that volatility has already been trending downward over time, as figure 1 displays.

Even if bitcoin volatility reversed course and became more of a problem, it would not imperil all possible uses of Bitcoin. If bitcoins were only used as stores of value or units of account, the currency’s volatility could indeed endanger its future: It does not make sense to manage business finances or keep savings in bitcoins if the market price swings wildly and unpredictably. When Bitcoin is used as a medium of exchange, however, volatility is less of a problem. Merchants can price their wares in terms
of a traditional currency and accept the equivalent number of bitcoins. Customers who purchase bitcoins to make a one-time purchase don’t care about what the exchange rate will look like tomorrow; they simply care that Bitcoin can lower transaction costs in the present. Bitcoin’s usefulness as a medium of exchange might explain why the currency has grown more popular among merchants in spite of price volatility.\textsuperscript{127}

**SECURITY BREACHES**

As a digital currency, Bitcoin presents some specific security challenges. However, it is important to distinguish the security outlook for “Bitcoin” the protocol from “bitcoins” the currency units that are secured using wallet software. The Bitcoin protocol is virtually unhackable.\textsuperscript{128} In contrast, wallet software storing bitcoin currency units

---

**Figure 1. Historical Bitcoin Volatility, August 2010–August 2015**

Source: btcvol.info index of CoinDesk data, Eli Dourado, accessed February 1, 2016. Note: Volatility is measured as the standard deviation of daily returns for the preceding 30-day window. Dotted line represents linear trend line. Produced by Andrea Castillo, Mercatus Center at George Mason University, 2016.
can be hacked but only to the same extent that one’s traditional bank account can be hacked through poor password or security management on the part of the account holder or financial institution—as was the case, for example, with last year’s hack of Home Depot that resulted in billions in fraudulent charges.\textsuperscript{129}

The Bitcoin protocol is among the most secure technologies in operation today because it integrates two well-known and widely vetted cryptographic tools into its core structure for which no attacks or breaks are known to date. On a micro level, the protocol ensures the security of transactions sent among different wallets by requiring senders to “sign” a transaction with a private key generated by the trusted elliptic curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA).\textsuperscript{130} On a macro level, the protocol ensures blockchain security through the hashcash proof-of-work mining function based on the trusted SHA-256 algorithm.\textsuperscript{131} So long as these prevailing cryptographic methods remain secure and impervious to hacking attempts, the Bitcoin protocol should continue to likewise be impervious to malicious attack.\textsuperscript{132} Indeed, computer security researcher Dan Kaminski was unable to hack the Bitcoin protocol after several attempts despite his broad knowledge of system vulnerabilities and breach methods.\textsuperscript{133}

However, this does not imply that bitcoins as currency units stored in wallets are equally secure. As the information security joke goes, the security risks surrounding bitcoins as currency exist between chair and keyboard. If people are not careful, they can inadvertently delete or misplace their Bitcoin passwords known as private keys. Once that data is lost, the money is lost, just as with paper cash. If people do not protect their private Bitcoin keys, they can leave themselves open to theft.
Bitcoin wallets can now be protected by encryption, but users must choose to activate the encryption. If a user does not encrypt his or her wallet, bitcoins could be stolen through malware.134

Bitcoin exchanges, too, have at times struggled with security. In many cases, exchanges have responded to incidents responsibly. Different hackers have successfully stolen 24,000 BTC ($250,000) from a bitcoin exchange called Bitfloor in 2012,135 siphoned 19,000 BTC ($5 million) from the popular Bitstamp exchange in January of 2015,136 and another 150 BTC ($41,300) from Coinapult, one of the longest-operating Bitcoin startups, in March of 2015.137 In each case, the exchange operators repaid or committed to repay the full value of customers’ accounts. Another noteworthy incident was the 267 BTC ($934,000) extraction from the widely trusted Blockchain.info service in December of 2014, which was later revealed to have been orchestrated by a Good Samaritan or white hat hacker intending to expose security vulnerabilities in the service.138 The hacker, “johoe,” returned all of the stolen bitcoins upon proof of ownership.139 Needless to say, the embarrassment caused by this stunt prompted Blockchain.info to quickly and robustly strengthen its internal security.140

But other bitcoin exchanges have unfortunately proven to be unscrupulous and even fraudulent. The case of Mt. Gox provides an especially dramatic cautionary tale. As the first functional bitcoin exchange, Mt. Gox enjoyed broad name recognition, and by 2013 it came to manage around 70 percent of all Bitcoin transactions.141 But volume of business did not translate into duty of care: By November of 2013, customers reported that their requests to withdraw funds from their accounts had been delayed by days or
even months. Rumors swirled for months with no official statements from Mt. Gox. In February of 2014, the exchange suddenly filed for bankruptcy in Japan, revealing that it had lost an astounding 850,000 BTC ($473 million) in a suspected hack. However, one analysis of the forensic evidence disputes the official Mt. Gox story, suggesting that trading patterns indicate that a Mt. Gox employee, not an external hacker, absconded with the bitcoins. Mt. Gox customers still had not been reimbursed by the end of 2014, although customers were at least permitted to file claims for lost bitcoins by April of 2015.

Bitcoin services eager to demonstrate their accountability and trustworthiness to their customers have started to take proactive measures to verify their system integrity. Companies like Coinbase and BitGo now prominently publicize their account security insurance policies to prospective customers. Bitcoin exchanges such as Kraken have undergone third-party audits of its bitcoin reserves to try to prove that they can cover their customers’ balances. Market competition and legal liability should continue to weed out unscrupulous actors from bitcoin service providers and improve the general security practices of third-party platforms.

Of course, many of the security risks facing Bitcoin are similar to those facing traditional currencies. Dollar bills can be destroyed or lost, personal financial information can be stolen and used by criminals, and banks can be robbed or targeted by distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, where malicious actors attack websites with massive amounts of Internet traffic. Bitcoin users should take care to learn about and prepare for security concerns just as they currently do for other financial activities.
CRIMINAL USES

There are also reasons for policymakers to be apprehensive about some of Bitcoin’s applications. Because Bitcoin is pseudonymous, policymakers and journalists have questioned whether criminals can use it to launder money and accept payment for illicit goods and services. Indeed, like cash, it can be used for ill as well as for good.

For one example, we can look at the shuttered Deep Web black market site known as Silk Road. While in operation from February 2011 to October 2013, Silk Road took advantage of the anonymizing network Tor and the pseudonymous nature of Bitcoin to make available a vast digital marketplace where one could mail-order drugs and other licit and illicit wares. Although Silk Road administrators did not allow the exchange of any goods that resulted from fraud or harm, like stolen credit card information or photographs of child exploitation, it did allow merchants to sell illegal products like forged identity documents and illicit drugs. The pseudonymous nature of Bitcoin allowed buyers to purchase illegal goods online in the same way that cash has been traditionally used to facilitate illicit purchases in person. One study estimated that total monthly Silk Road transactions amounted to approximately $1.2 million. But the bitcoin market amassed $770 million in transactions during June 2013; Silk Road sales constituted a small drop in the total bitcoin economy bucket.

Bitcoin’s association with Silk Road has tarnished its reputation. Following the publication of an article on Silk Road in 2011, senators Charles Schumer and Joe Manchin sent a letter to Attorney General Eric Holder and the Drug Enforcement Administration’s administrator, Michele Leonhart, calling for a crackdown on Silk Road, the anonymizing software Tor, and Bitcoin. Their concerns were
later addressed. Following a two-year investigation into the Deep Web market, the FBI shut down the Silk Road website on October 2, 2013, and arrested Ross Ulbricht, the man alleged to be its infamous operator known only as the Dread Pirate Roberts. The FBI confiscated all bitcoins associated with Silk Road in a seizure totaling an unprecedented 26,000 BTC, worth $3.6 million at the time of the transfer. Many of the largest merchants on Silk Road, too, have been indicted since Silk Road’s closure.\(^{157}\)

The end of Silk Road has not eliminated the problem of illicit trade. Other Deep Web black markets, such as Black Market Reloaded,\(^{158}\) Sheep Marketplace,\(^{159}\) and the relaunched Silk Road 2.0,\(^{160}\) presented new challenges for law enforcement after the original Silk Road was shut down. One investigation estimates that as many as 43 Deep Web black markets opened up in 2014 alone.\(^{161}\) However, some of these alternatives have been short-lived: At least 46 markets closed during 2014. Sheep Marketplace went offline permanently in late November 2013 following an exploited vulnerability that cost customers $6 million; Black Market Reloaded voluntarily shut down shortly thereafter in response to security concerns;\(^{162}\) and Silk Road 2.0 succumbed to the fate of its predecessor and was seized by US authorities and shut down in November of 2014.\(^{163}\) Today, roughly 30 Deep Web markets are known to be in varying states of operation,\(^{164}\) although these markets are finding it more difficult to establish the trust and customer base necessary for profitable operation with each law enforcement bust or internal collapse of a large market. For this reason, groups of developers have started experimenting with distributed Deep Web market platforms that theoretically cannot be shut down by targeting any one server or operator.\(^{165}\)
Another concern policymakers have is that Bitcoin can be used to launder money and to finance terrorism. Although these worries are currently more theoretical than evidential, Bitcoin could indeed be an option for those who wish to discreetly move ill-gotten money. Concerns about Bitcoin’s potential to facilitate money laundering were stoked after Liberty Reserve, a private, centralized digital currency service based in Costa Rica, was shut down by authorities on charges of money laundering.166

While Liberty Reserve and Bitcoin appear similar because they both provide digital currencies, there are important differences between the two. Liberty Reserve was a centralized currency service created and owned by a private company, allegedly for the express purpose of facilitating money laundering. Bitcoin is not. The transactions within the Liberty Reserve economy were not transparent. Indeed, Liberty Reserve promised its customers anonymity. Bitcoin, on the other hand, is a decentralized open currency that provides a public record of all transactions. Money launderers may attempt to protect their Bitcoin addresses and identities, but their transaction records will always be public and accessible at any time by law enforcement. Laundering money through Bitcoin, then, can be seen as a much riskier undertaking than using a centralized system like Liberty Reserve. Additionally, several bitcoin exchanges have taken steps to comply with anti-money laundering (AML) record-keeping and reporting requirements.167 The combination of a public ledger system and the cooperation of bitcoin exchanges in collecting information on their customers will likely make Bitcoin less attractive to launderers relative to private anonymous virtual currencies.

It is also important to note that many of the potential downsides of Bitcoin are the same as those facing
traditional cash. Cash has historically been the vehicle of choice for drug traffickers and money launderers, but most US policymakers would never seriously consider banning cash. As regulators begin to contemplate Bitcoin, they should be wary of the perils of overregulation. In the worst-case scenario, regulators could prevent legitimate businesses from benefiting from the Bitcoin network without preventing money launderers and drug traffickers from using bitcoins. If bitcoin exchanges are overburdened by regulation and shut down, for instance, money launderers and drug traffickers could still put money into the network by paying a person in cash to transfer his or her bitcoins into their virtual wallets. In this scenario, beneficial transactions are prevented by overregulation while the targeted activities are still able to continue. The challenge for policymakers and regulators is how to develop a system of oversight that assuages their twin concerns about money laundering and illicit purchases without smothering the benefits that Bitcoin is poised to provide to legitimate users in their everyday lives.
V. Regulation

Current law and regulation does not cover a technology like Bitcoin, so it has existed in something of a legal gray area. Bitcoin does not exactly fit existing statutory definitions of currency or other financial instruments or institutions, making it difficult to know which laws apply and how.

This situation is reminiscent of regulatory uncertainty surrounding other new technologies such as Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP). When VoIP first emerged, the Communications Act and Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulations only covered voice communications over the traditional public switched telephone network. Like Bitcoin, VoIP competed with a highly regulated legacy network, was less expensive, and was often peer-to-peer. To this day, Congress and the FCC continue to grapple with VoIP policy questions, including which public-interest obligations should be required of VoIP providers and whether VoIP providers must comply with law enforcement wiretap requests.

Luckily, however, Congress and the FCC have charted a path for VoIP that has clarified much of the regulatory
ambiguity without saddling the new technology with the legacy regulatory burden intended for monopoly telephone service. As a result, VoIP has flourished as a technology, has introduced competition to a previously stagnant market, and has lowered costs and improved access for consumers. Policymakers should seek to achieve the same with Bitcoin.

Bitcoin has the properties of an electronic payments system, a currency, and a commodity, among other things. As a result, it has already received scrutiny from several regulators. Below is an outline of some of the questions confronting these agencies as they prepare to regulate Bitcoin.

**IS PRIVATE CURRENCY LEGAL?**

One of the most common initial questions about Bitcoin is whether the online currency is legal, given the federal government’s monopoly on issuing legal tender. The answer seems to be yes. The Constitution only prohibits the states from coining money. Privately issued currencies are not forbidden, and in fact many local currencies are in circulation. To promote local economies, businesspeople and lawmakers have developed several alternative currencies in recent years, such as the Cascadia Hour Exchange in Portland and Life Dollars in Bellingham, Washington.

What private parties may not do is issue currency that resembles US money. One notorious case is that of Bernard von NotHaus, who was convicted in 2011 after printing and distributing a gold-backed currency called the Liberty Dollar. His crime was not that he issued an alternative currency, but that it was similar in appearance to the US dollar and that von NotHaus attempted to spend his currency into circulation as dollars and encouraged others
In contrast, Bitcoin is in no danger of being confused with US currency.

**FEDERAL MONEY LAUNDERING REGULATION**

A business that transmits funds from one person to another is a money transmitter and, in 48 states and the District of Columbia, that person must obtain a license to operate.\(^{174}\) Money transmitters are also subject to the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) as implemented by regulations from FinCEN.\(^{175}\) Additionally, the USA PATRIOT Act made it a criminal offense to operate an unlicensed money-transmission business.\(^{176}\)

The purpose of state licensing of money transmission has traditionally been consumer protection.\(^{177}\) Because money transmitters (such as money-order issuers) are typically not banks insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), consumers can be left holding the bag if a money transmitter does not forward the funds to the intended recipient. Licensing attempts to minimize this risk. Money-transmitter licensing in the United States became widespread after the widely publicized defaults of several money-order companies in the 1980s.\(^{178}\)

The BSA, on the other hand, is intended to prevent or detect money laundering and terrorist financing.\(^{179}\) It requires money transmitters and other financial institutions to register with FinCEN, implement anti-money-laundering programs, keep records of their customers, and report suspicious transactions and other data.

Bitcoin itself can’t be said to be a money transmitter because it is a global peer-to-peer network rather than a company or legal entity. The question then is, do any of the actors in the Bitcoin ecosystem fit the statutory definitions
of a money transmitter that would subject them to state and federal regulation?

In March 2013, FinCEN issued guidance on the application of the BSA to virtual currencies such as Bitcoin. The guidance defines three categories of persons potentially subject to its regulations as money transmitters:

A user is a person that obtains virtual currency to purchase goods or services. An exchanger is a person engaged as a business in the exchange of virtual currency for real currency, funds, or other virtual currency. An administrator is a person engaged as a business in issuing (putting into circulation) a virtual currency, and who has the authority to redeem (to withdraw from circulation) such virtual currency.180

Those who meet the definition of an exchanger or administrator are considered by FinCEN to be money transmitters and must register with FinCEN and comply with the relevant record-keeping and reporting requirements—unless a person falls into one of the six exceptions outlined in previous FinCEN regulations.181 Because states often look to FinCEN’s determinations about which types of entities are or are not money transmitters, exchangers and administrators likely must obtain state money-transmitter licenses as well.

We can apply each of these definitions—and the various clarifications provided through FinCEN administrative rulings over time182—to persons in the Bitcoin ecosystem. The clearest definition is that of an exchanger. If one is in the business of exchanging dollars for bitcoins or vice versa, then we can conclude that one is a money transmitter.
under this guidance. Bitcoin exchanges that provide a platform for users to buy, sell, or convert bitcoins in other currencies would obviously fall into this category. But bitcoin processors, who merely accept and transmit funds between merchants and consumers necessary for the sale of goods and services, had understood their businesses to fall outside of the definition of exchangers because they qualify for some of the six exemptions under the definition of money transmitter.\(^{183}\)

An administrative ruling from October of 2014 clarified that the “method of funding the transactions is not relevant to the definition of money transmitter” and therefore of an exchanger; a virtual currency business that exchanges currencies into other forms is considered an exchanger whether a business acts as a broker (matching pairs of buyers and sellers) or as a dealer (transacting directly with buyers or sellers from its own reserve).\(^ {184}\) Therefore, to their surprise, bitcoin payment processors that solely facilitated transfers between merchants and customers for the sale of goods and services might be subject to FinCEN regulation.\(^ {185}\) Only those bitcoin payment processors who facilitate transactions among parties that are all regulated under the BSA would be exempt from FinCEN oversight as an exchanger going forward.

Less straightforward is exactly who or what is considered a mere “user” of Bitcoin. The guidance states that if one obtains bitcoins “to purchase real or virtual goods or services,” then one is not a money transmitter and not subject to FinCEN’s regulations. An administrative ruling from January of 2014 clarified that a user is a person who “obtains virtual currency to purchase goods or services on the user’s own behalf”\(^ {186}\) (emphasis added). But the new definition still does not explain how the law applies when
one obtains bitcoins but not to purchase goods or services on one’s own behalf.

Some other reasons why one might obtain bitcoins include (1) speculation that the price of bitcoins will go up, (2) simply because one trusts a virtual currency’s stability more than that of a particular “real currency” (think of Argentina or Zimbabwe), or (3) because one wants to make a remittance to a family member overseas. All of these examples involve individuals using bitcoins on the “user’s own behalf,” but there has technically been no literal purchase of goods or services. Therefore, in none of these cases would Bitcoin users be assured that they are exempt from FinCEN’s registration, record-keeping, and reporting requirements. This creates an uncertain regulatory environment that might unduly dampen use of Bitcoin.

Finally, the guidance notes that FinCEN regulations define currency as the currency of a state, and so the guidance also refers to this definition as “real currency.” It then develops a new concept that it calls “virtual currency” on which all the guidance is predicated. The guidance defines virtual currency as “a medium of exchange that operates like a currency in some environments, but does not have all the attributes of real currency.” It goes on to introduce another concept by stating that there are different kinds of virtual currency and that the present guidance only extends to “convertible virtual currency,” which it defines as one that “either has an equivalent value in real currency, or acts as a substitute for real currency.” While the definition of currency (aka real currency) was adopted through rulemaking, the other new and substantive concepts of virtual currency and convertible virtual currency exist only in the guidance. As a result, the guidance may be seen as encompassing new law and not merely interpre-
tations of existing law or regulations, thus necessitating a rulemaking under the Administrative Procedure Act.

**STATE MONEY-TRANSMISSION REGULATION**

In addition to registering with FinCEN, money transmitters must also obtain a license from each of the 48 states that require it and the District of Columbia before they are allowed to operate within those jurisdictions. Many of the states’ licensing and reporting requirements are—on paper—quite similar to those outlined by other states. But this process becomes very expensive for new market entrants because money transmitters must repeat the process of applying and receiving certification from each of these governments in addition to submitting application fees to each state. The application and annual license fees for the states of Arizona, Connecticut, and Hawaii alone can reach respective maximums of $7,000, $5,650, and $30,000. Many states require that money transmitters maintain a minimum net worth for businesses’ principal offices and branch locations along with mandated security holdings. What’s more, the requirements for each state can vary considerably and change often. The overlapping fees and micromanaged business practices quickly add to the cost of business. Traditional money transmitters report spending up to five years to procure all of the necessary licenses from each of the states that require them. Without smart policies, the virtual currency sphere risks a similar future.

The inefficient barriers to entry created by overlapping state money-transmission licensing requirements stand in stark contrast to the “permissionless innovation” ethos of the Bitcoin space. Much of the beauty of Bitcoin lies
in its openness to newcomers to build new services and improve upon old consumer needs. Entrepreneurs and technologists are free to tinker toward solutions that customers can choose to use or to ignore. Ideas and services stand on their own merits in the marketplace, not on businesses’ ability to pay arbitrary filing fees or on their bureaucratic literacy. If thoughtlessly applied, state money-transmitter regulations could have the adverse impact of quashing the promising developments made possible with Bitcoin technology.196

Most states have not yet issued clarifications on how their money-transmitter licensing requirement will affect bitcoin businesses operating within their boundaries despite the emergence of a professional bitcoin industry. This has generated considerable legal uncertainty for bitcoin businesses that intend to comply with the laws but can glean little guidance from outdated statutory and regulatory language. So far, attorneys advising bitcoin businesses have attempted to overcome the prevailing legal murkiness by assessing the likely legal applicability and risk level before beginning operations in each state.197 But this strategy is not foolproof: The Virginia-based and FinCEN-registered FastCash4Bitcoins shuttered operations in 2013 after receiving notice from the Commonwealth of Virginia that it ran afoul of state money-transmitter rules.198 Bitcoin ventures with more resources have been better able to navigate the considerable regulatory requirements. Two of the best capitalized Bitcoin businesses, Coinbase and Circle, report that it cost each company roughly $2 million in fees and compliance exercises and several years to attain license from only 25 US states.199

A few states have started to refine how their money-transmission regulations will apply specifically to virtual
currency companies. On one end of the spectrum, the New York Department of Financial Services (NYDFS) undertook a methodical and deeply involved process to develop new money-transmitter regulations to specifically address virtual currency businesses, soliciting months of public feedback with each new draft of the “BitLicense” that it released. On the other end is the state of Texas, which merely publicly confirmed that existing money-transmitter regulations indeed apply to virtual currency businesses in the same way as traditional money-transmission businesses.200 The state of California, which is considering a legislative proposal to license digital currency businesses, sits somewhere between those extremes.

New York was one of the first states to develop a framework for regulating digital currencies. NYDFS Superintendent Benjamin Lawsky proactively forged an unprecedented approach to regulating virtual currency businesses starting in August of 2013 by issuing subpoenas to 22 bitcoin-related companies and venture capital firms,201 holding public hearings,202 developing regulatory proposals,203 and even hosting “Ask Me Anything” (AMA) Q&A sessions on the popular content aggregator Reddit.204 The first draft of the BitLicense proposal was released to the public on July 17, 2014.205 The initial proposal formally defined “Virtual Currency Business Activities” and laid out the licensing and oversight requirements that would be imposed on such businesses. But the early BitLicense language was so broad that it could have included such non–money transmitters as bitcoin miners, software developers, and wallet service providers.206 Additionally, some initial BitLicense provisions would have all but made bitcoin transactions useless; for example, virtual currency businesses would have been required to collect the “physical addresses of
the parties to the transaction” even when a party was not a direct customer of the service, thereby undermining the ease and affordability provided by Bitcoin. These and other textual issues were brought to NYDFS’s attention by the over 3,700 public comments filed by industry, users, and academics regarding the draft BitLicense.207

NYDFS integrated some of this feedback into the final BitLicense regulation that was released on June 3, 2015.208 It explicitly exempted software development, gift cards, gaming currencies, rewards credits, investment firms, and nonfinancial virtual currency transfers from BitLicense requirements, along with specifying a $5,000 application fee and a “conditional license” process for new startups. But problems remain.

Some of the revised language is still unclear. The definition for one type of Virtual Currency Business Activity requiring a BitLicense, “storing, holding, or maintaining custody or control of Virtual Currency on behalf of others,” is technically incorrectly applied to cryptocurrencies and worryingly vague.209 Cryptocurrencies qua currencies are not “stored” or “held”—the private keys that control transactions are. Furthermore, it is not clear how the “maintaining custody or control” clause affects multisignature transactions wherein a bitcoin service might only control one of multiple private keys on behalf of a customer. Clarifying this language to specify Virtual Currency Business Activities in which businesses maintain the unilateral ability to execute or prevent transactions will prevent future confusion in application. Additionally, another type of Virtual Currency Business Activity, “controlling, administering, or issuing a Virtual Currency,” could be amended to specify centralized virtual currencies and thereby clearly exempt virtual currency miners.
Other problems with the BitLicense could dampen innovation and competition. For example, the new “conditional license” language seeks to provide an on-ramp for new bitcoin businesses by authorizing the NYDFS to issue BitLicenses—at the superintendent’s sole discretion—to companies that are not currently fully compliant. Providing an on-ramp is a worthy goal, but a discretionary process may have the adverse effect of introducing anticompetitive favoritism in licensing. An alternative on-ramp could exempt startups that process less than a certain amount in total transactions per year, or another such objective measure. Another problem is the BitLicense requirement that licensed businesses seek and receive official approval for any “new product, service, or activity, or to make a material change to an existing product, service, or activity.” This kind of barrier would quickly overwhelm regulators and stymie normal business practices. More broadly, the BitLicense anti–money-laundering requirements would be the most onerous of its kind on the state level; they would duplicate and even exceed FinCEN requirements. Indeed, over a dozen Bitcoin businesses fled the state of New York once the final BitLicense regulations took effect.210 Firms cited high compliance costs that exceeded several hundred thousand dollars211 and the unjustifiable cybersecurity risks imposed by excessive customer-reporting requirements as the biggest flaws of the BitLicense.212

Amending these requirements to allow firms that are compliant with FinCEN AML to automatically secure BitLicense AML compliance—as all other states do—would streamline the regulations while ensuring the intended oversight. Finally, state money-transmitter rules that follow the BitLicense model should explicitly state that
businesses that acquire a virtual currency license need not also acquire a traditional money-transmission license.

California provides a more promising case study for state money-transmission licensing of virtual currency firms. California’s draft legislation to license digital currency businesses has been revised several times since it was first proposed by Assemblymember Matt Dababneh in February of 2015.213 The current version is a significant improvement over the original draft, which did not specify which kinds of digital currency businesses would need to receive a license. The current draft legislation contains many strengths, and it does not duplicate onerous AML regulations like the revised BitLicense does. Rather, the California plan recognizes that FinCEN-registered virtual currency businesses are already compliant with federal AML law. The legislation also outlines a precise and appropriate definition of a “virtual currency business,” which includes firms that “maintain full custody or control of virtual currency on behalf of others.” The precise “full custody or control” language clearly and appropriately exempts partial custody arrangements—such as multisignature transactions—from the regulations. Additionally, the legislation specifically exempts other virtual currency players who share no role in unilaterally storing customer funds, such as software developers and payee agents. By tailoring regulations specifically to only the appropriate types of firm, the California legislation achieves an impressive balance between protecting consumers and fostering an environment for innovation.

Other states will surely look to the examples of New York and California as they begin to adopt their own money-transmitter rules to bitcoin businesses. Obviously, the California model will be far more attractive to inno-
viation-minded policymakers. However, those living in states with appropriate virtual currency regulations may still suffer from diminished opportunities if enough other states promulgate ill-considered or onerous regulations. Small startups may simply be unable to stay in US markets if the additive compliance costs across states are too high.

Some believe that US states can maximize both the opportunities and consumer safety of virtual currency business ventures by harmoniously standardizing virtual currency money-transmission regulations across jurisdictions. The US Conference of State Bank Supervisors (CSBS) is one group that has worked to develop a framework for state regulators to consult when considering how to approach virtual currency businesses. In theory, consistent and appropriate regulations across the states could indeed limit the costs to new bitcoin businesses. The CSBS’s policy goal—that “activities involving fiat currencies that are otherwise subject to state laws should be covered if undertaken using virtual currency”—is a reasonable approach that could improve virtual currency competitiveness and service in the United States. Unfortunately, the language of the final CSBS framework, which was released in September of 2015, would undermine this goal in practice. The “covered activities” that would be regulated under the CSBS framework include any “services that facilitate the third party exchange, storage, and/or transmission of virtual currency.” This unnecessarily broad language could be interpreted to cover the activities of a wide range of service providers who would not be regulated if involved in the same activities using fiat currencies, for example, Internet Service Providers, software developers, or web hosting services. The various state regulators who choose to follow the CSBS guidelines may
therefore implement regulations that are wildly different and ultimately burdensome to virtual currency businesses and customers. The shortcomings of the final CSBS framework highlight the difficulties of precisely and appropriately coordinating state money-transmission regulations, even when undertaken by a qualified organization with admirable goals.

Ideally, states could develop reciprocity or sharing agreements to overcome the regulatory duplication problem. For example, some have suggested encouraging license-sharing arrangements for money transmitters, where an established licensee partners with a new bitcoin business to allow quick and compliant operation. Virtual currency firms would benefit from a clear and accessible on-ramp to innovate and experiment while regulators and consumers would have peace of mind knowing that these new businesses are guided by the seasoned professional compliance team of their established licensee partner. Others propose a uniform license that could authorize operations in many or all states that require it. Similarly, individual states could decide to form reciprocity arrangements with one another or with groups of other states. For example, a state could decide to allow any virtual currency firm that attains a license from, say, California, to legally operate within its own jurisdiction. This kind of arrangement could cut down on the regulatory overhead while ensuring both consumer protection and innovation. However, for reciprocity and sharing agreements to be effective, they will require a level of interstate consensus that may be difficult to achieve without federal preemption. State money-transmitter licensing laws remain one of the largest legal uncertainties facing bitcoin businesses in the United States and will continue to generate debate as more states weigh in.
**TAX TREATMENT**

Because of its versatility, there are many ways that the Internal Revenue Service could have proceeded to classify bitcoins for tax purposes. Before the IRS clarified that virtual currencies will be taxed as property, there was much discussion about the implications of the eventual decision. Whichever category the IRS determined would be best applied to Bitcoin would have pronounced effects on industry practices and consumer use. The two most likely candidates for bitcoin taxation were “currency” and “property.”

If the IRS had categorized bitcoin as currency, gains from trading bitcoins for dollars would have been taxed just as the gains from trading British pounds and Japanese yen, which are taxed as ordinary income at marginal rates. Currency transactions, however, enjoy a de minimis personal use exemption for transactions under $1,000. In the end, the IRS chose to classify bitcoin as property, which is taxed at capital gains rates that are typically lower than marginal tax rates. On the other hand, however, there is no de minimis personal use exemption for property. In fact, the decision was largely out of the IRS’s hands: By statute, the “currency” is limited to the “coin and currency of the United States, or of any other country.” Because bitcoin is not issued by any country, it cannot be considered currency.

One consequence of this decision is that bitcoin users owe tax on any gains they realize *any time* they dispose of bitcoins. For example, Alice would owe taxes when she sells bitcoins to Bob for $10,000 that she had bought for $7,000, or when she uses bitcoins to buy a cup of coffee if the market value of those bitcoins has risen since she purchased them. Technically, bitcoin users must meticulously keep track of all gains and losses—even on small daily transactions—for tax reporting. Consumer service
providers, like Coinbase, have attempted to ease the cost of tax reporting by providing tax payment reports for customers. Individuals who hold their own bitcoins, though, would need to have the foresight and skill to manage these requirements on their own.

But this tax arrangement could also end up imposing significant costs on an unexpected group: the IRS itself. Because the IRS lacks a surefire way to track and audit individual bitcoin users and transactions, the final compliance of many taxable transactions will ultimately rely on the knowledge and cooperation of the users themselves. The high compliance costs imposed on users and the weak investigatory tools available to the IRS will likely be areas that are addressed by future IRS guidance.

**COMMODITY FUTURES REGULATION**

By their nature, bitcoins can be conceived of as a commodity or as a currency—or as a bit of both. Indeed, economist George Selgin has called Bitcoin “synthetic-commodity money.” This has attracted the attention of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, which has the authority to regulate commodity futures and the markets in which they trade, as well as to regulate some foreign-exchange instruments.

Echoing other agencies’ determinations that virtual currencies do not most closely fit the definition of foreign currencies, the CFTC is proceeding to regulate bitcoin derivatives under its commodity futures trading oversight authority. The Commodity Exchange Act (CEA), passed in 1936, defines commodities as all “goods and articles . . . and all services, rights, and interests . . . in which contracts for future delivery are presently or in the future dealt in,”
except onions and “motion picture box office receipts.” Therefore, bitcoins can clearly qualify as a commodity because they are articles that can be traded and made subject to futures contracts.

The CFTC’s authority is not over commodities themselves, however, but commodity futures, which are tradable contracts to purchase or sell commodities at a certain date for a certain price. As CFTC Chairman Timothy Massad stated in Senate testimony, CFTC regulation of bitcoins “will depend on the facts and circumstances pertaining to any particular activity in question.” CFTC authority over commodity futures includes such a broad expanse of underlying assets as “Treasury securities, interest rate indices, stock market indices, currencies, electricity, and heating degree days” in addition to virtual currencies. An exchange of bitcoins for dollars or other national currency, however, typically occurs instantaneously, and not as part of a futures contract. Therefore, CFTC regulation of bitcoins in all uses as commodities is limited.

The CFTC has been proactive in developing a flexible regulatory framework appropriate for commodity futures trading involving virtual currencies. CFTC Commissioner Mark Wetjen penned an op-ed in the Wall Street Journal emphasizing Bitcoin’s “potential to act as a disruptive innovation” and recognizing the need for a robust derivatives market to help “hedge exposures to fluctuations in its value.” Wetjen called upon regulatory bodies to follow the CFTC’s approach in creating an adaptable and adequate regulatory framework that would build consumer confidence without inhibiting innovation and development. More recently, CFTC Commissioner J. Christopher Giancarlo echoed Wetjen’s message by praising the innovative benefits of blockchain applications
and reminding regulators to embrace a “do not harm”
approach to blockchain technologies.229

After months of meetings with TeraExchange representa-
tives, the CFTC granted a temporary registration to the
bitcoin swap execution facility in September of 2013, cit-
ing its authority to regulate commodity futures under the
Commodity Exchange Act.230 A year later, TeraExchange,
which lists a bilateral, nondeliverable, noncleared swap con-
tract that is based on a proprietary index of bitcoin prices
that is settled in US dollars,231 received full CFTC approval
to officially launch the first licensed bitcoin derivative trad-
ing platform.232 Additionally, the CFTC has begun to bring
enforcement actions against virtual currency futures and
swaps trading platforms that operate without registration.
The regulatory body settled its first case against an unreg-
istered derivatives trading platform called Derivabit in
September of 2015.233 The platform was ordered to cease
and desist after it was found to be illegally offering Bitcoin
options and trading swaps without first registering with the
CFTC. The CFTC’s order reiterated its position that Bitcoin
and other virtual currencies are indeed a commodity cov-
ered by the CEA and therefore subject to CFTC oversight
and registration requirements.

The CFTC has also claimed a broader power to over-
see Bitcoin and virtual currencies to prevent such “price
manipulation” more generally. Commissioner Wetjen
has stated that CFTC authority is not limited to regulat-
ing against market manipulation by licensed platforms
like TeraExchange; it also includes the authority to “bring
enforcement against any type of manipulation.”234 The 2010
Dodd-Frank Act extended new authority to the CFTC to
prohibit price manipulation, which occurs when any per-
son, directly or indirectly, intentionally manipulates or
attempts to manipulate the price of any swap, commodity, or futures contract. This authority has only been used once so far, in April of 2015, when the CFTC launched a lawsuit against Kraft Foods Group and Mondelez Global LLC over alleged price manipulation of wheat prices by purchasing substantial futures contracts in 2011. Commissioner Wetjen’s comments raise the possibility that this channel could expand the CFTC’s authority over Bitcoin beyond merely overseeing futures contracts based on bitcoins to include any such bitcoin transactions that the CFTC determines to be engaging in price manipulation. However, given that the CFTC has so far only meagerly applied this authority, such expansive application to bitcoin transactions is unlikely.

SECURITIES REGULATION

As mentioned earlier, the early Bitcoin ecosystem harbored a number of unregistered securities exchanges in which traders could buy and sell shares of companies or mutual funds for bitcoins. The first and most popular of these new ventures, the Global Bitcoin Stock Exchange, hosted 10 stock offerings valued at a cumulative sum of over $650,000 at its peak of activity in May of 2012. But the freedom that generated these successful experiments also created the potential for fraudulent activity, as the infamous case of the Bitcoin Savings and Trust illustrates. Additionally, virtual currency securities markets knowingly operated in an incredibly tenuous legal area from the start. Because these platforms were centralized services that merely used Bitcoin to fund transactions, market operators were legally on the line in the eyes of law, even if not in their own minds. Another market, BTC-TC, acknowledged
its dubious legality in its FAQ for customers, instructing users that nothing traded on the market should be considered real, that the use of this site was for “educational and entertainment purposes only,” and that customers have “ZERO RE COURSE” if an asset issuer defaults or absconds with investor funds.239 Even exchange operators recognized that it was only a matter of time before such securities platforms came under SEC regulation; indeed, the operator of GLBSE abruptly shuttered market trading after his lawyers convinced him the platform ran grossly afoul of securities regulations.

The SEC exerted authority over bitcoin securities markets when knowledge of cryptocurrencies became mainstream in 2013, citing its responsibilities in proposing and enforcing federal securities rules and regulating securities exchanges. The agency’s first comment about virtual currencies came in the form of an investor alert from the SEC Office of Investor Education and Advocacy in June of 2013; it warns consumers about cryptocurrency-based Ponzi schemes.240 Citing Bitcoin’s enhanced privacy features and limited oversight, the document urges investors to be vigilant against fraudulent investment vehicles promising high returns on unregistered trading platforms. It unequivocally states,

Any investment in securities in the United States remains subject to the jurisdiction of the SEC regardless of whether the investment is made in U.S. dollars or a virtual currency. In particular, individuals selling investments are typically subject to federal or state licensing requirements.241

This warning proved prescient. On July 23, 2013, the SEC filed a complaint against the owner of BTCST,
Trendon Shavers, for running an illegal Ponzi scheme.\textsuperscript{242} The scheme collected bitcoins from investors, which Shavers would then “sell to a local group of people” and profit from the arbitrage, promising yields of up to 1 percent per day. One of the most popular listings on GLBSE, BTCST attracted investments of up to $7 million at its peak.\textsuperscript{243} The SEC had a different interpretation of the setup. “In reality,” the SEC’s complaint alleged, “the BTCST offering was a sham and a Ponzi scheme whereby Shavers used new BTCST investors’ BTC to pay the promised returns on outstanding BTCST investments and misappropriated BTCST investors’ BTC for his personal use.”\textsuperscript{244}

Shavers’ defense disputed that his activities fell under SEC jurisdiction. Pointing to court precedent that the Securities Act only authorizes the regulation of instruments that involve the investment of money in a common enterprise with the expectation of profits derived solely from the efforts of others, Shavers argued that Bitcoin is not money and therefore bitcoin-denominated instruments do not fall under SEC regulation. The court disagreed, finding that bitcoins are indeed money. Therefore, the BTCST investment met the definition of investment contracts subject to SEC regulation and Shavers was found guilty of the charges. The BTCST episode indicates that securities trading is unlikely to escape SEC regulation by denominating securities in virtual currency.\textsuperscript{245}

The SEC is also pursuing retroactive enforcement of securities regulations. The BTC-TC marketplace was found in violation of SEC regulations on December 8, 2014,\textsuperscript{246} more than a year after the platform was closed due to the operators’ concerns about legal compliance.\textsuperscript{247} The SEC charged that programmer and operator Ethan Burnside operated securities trading platforms without
appropriately registering them as broker-dealers or stock markets with the SEC. Emphasizing the necessity of SEC registration, SEC representative Andrew Calamari reiterated that “no exemption applies simply because an entity is operating on the Internet or using a virtual currency in securities transactions.” Other unregistered bitcoin securities platforms, and perhaps even the decentralized application platforms like Ethereum that we will soon discuss, may face such retroactive scrutiny from the SEC as well.

Bitcoin securities ventures now seek regulatory approval before beginning trading. The proposed Winklevoss Bitcoin Trust ETF began the long process of registering with the SEC in July of 2013, with the intention of listing 1 million shares for sale when approved. In contrast, the Bitcoin Investment Trust (BIT) fund decided to pursue the less onerous process of regulation under the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA), the largest independent securities regulator in the United States. Because FINRA is regulated by the SEC, BIT would not need to secure additional SEC regulation if properly registered and overseen by FINRA. However, companies that seek to substitute FINRA regulation for the more involved SEC registration process must structure their firms in a way that SEC-regulated firms need not. BIT, for example, secured FINRA oversight through a loophole that allows fund holders to sell their shares after one year. Firms’ decisions over which regulatory route to pursue may depend on the unique cost-benefit analysis for each approach.

A growing number of projects have adopted the decentralized application platform (DAP) model of development. This new method of project funding may also have regulatory implications. Projects that have employed
the DAP model, such as Ethereum and Maidsafe, boast the ambitious goal of building a single platform that can provide not only distributed transactions like Bitcoin but also a self-contained ecosystem that will allow users to dynamically develop software and products that will eventually replace the Internet itself. In these initiatives, the creation of a new blockchain currency serves a dual purpose. Blockchains are employed to run the actual software while a new cryptocurrency token is issued to the public to crowdfund investment capital. DAP currency launches serve as a kind of initial public offering (IPO) for network investment: Money raised from the sale of native DAP cryptocurrency tokens is used to fund development and testing of the underlying protocol. DAP currency launches have tended to suffer from “technical difficulties” more often than not: MaidSafe’s Mastercoin immediately suffered a liquidity crash upon launch, and Ethereum’s ether sale was postponed for months because the software had not been fully developed as planned.

The SEC may decide to more actively explore whether they have jurisdiction over such arrangements. In doing so, it will employ the “Howey Test” for determining whether such tokens can be investment contract. Applying this test, the SEC should find that larger and more decentralized cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, as well as the pegged cryptocurrencies of sidechains and distributed computing platforms like Ethereum, do not easily fit the definition of a regulated security. The SEC, however, should be able to find that more-centrally organized and questionably marketed “scamcoins” can be categorized as securities.
FEDERAL CONSUMER PROTECTION REGULATION

The final possible vector for regulation of Bitcoin under existing law that we will consider is regulation and oversight by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. The CFPB issued a consumer advisory about Bitcoin and virtual currencies in August of 2014, warning potential users about the risks of volatility, hacking, scamming, and lost or deleted private keys. Consumers who experience these problems with virtual currency products or third-party service providers can now submit complaints to the CFPB for investigation; such complaints will also be added to the agency’s broader database of consumer complaints.

Additionally, the CFPB may pursue Bitcoin regulation under the Electronic Fund Transfer Act (EFTA) and its application through the Federal Reserve’s Regulation E. The purpose of the EFTA is to establish the respective rights and responsibilities of consumers and financial institutions in electronic fund transfers. Like the other laws and regulations we have seen, the EFTA does not seem to anticipate a decentralized virtual currency like Bitcoin. However, a December 2014 CFPB notice of proposed rulemaking relating to prepaid cards indicates that digital currencies like Bitcoin may nonetheless be subject to EFTA regulation.

The EFTA defines electronic fund transfers as “any transfer of funds, other than a transaction originated by check, draft, or similar paper instrument, which is initiated through an electronic terminal, telephonic instrument, or computer or magnetic tape so as to order, instruct, or authorize a financial institution to debit or credit an account.” It further defines “financial institution” as “a State or National bank, a State or Federal savings and loan association, a mutual savings bank, a State or Federal credit
union, or any other person who, directly or indirectly, holds an account belonging to a consumer.” These definitions, and the regulations they undergird, assume that electronic fund transfers will necessarily involve “financial institutions” and “accounts.” Bitcoin, however, runs counter to that notion.

The Bitcoin system itself does not qualify as a financial institution because, as noted earlier, it is not a company or legal entity but instead a global peer-to-peer network. As a result, a Bitcoin address with which bitcoins are associated on the network cannot be said to be an account of a financial institution. Furthermore, as noted above in the technical discussion of how bitcoins are transferred between addresses, in the Bitcoin system there are no financial institutions or other third parties of any kind that “debit or credit an account.” Electronic fund transfers between addresses are carried out by users alone, who sign a transaction with the private key associated with a Bitcoin address under their control. The Bitcoin network merely confirms that the transaction is legitimate.

While many users keep the wallet files containing their private keys on their own computers or other devices, some delegate securing their keys to online wallet services. Such third-party wallet services, like Blockchain or Mycelium, often also provide greater ease of use than desktop Bitcoin software. Users typically create an “account” on such a wallet service, and their Bitcoin addresses are associated with those accounts. It is conceivable that such online services could fit the definition of “financial institution” under the EFTA, and thus be subject to the regulation.

Finally, new rules from the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau amending Regulation E target remittance-transfer providers, and they may apply to bitcoin-based services.
The regulations require remittance providers to disclose exchange rates and fees associated with international transfers, and to investigate and remediate processing errors. They also require that consumers be afforded 30 minutes or more to cancel a transfer. This requirement can be seen as incompatible with the Bitcoin protocol because standard bitcoin transactions are irreversible. One way for intermediaries to comply with this regulation might be to delay the execution of transactions.
VI. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

As we have seen, Bitcoin does not easily fit into existing regulatory boxes. That is often the hallmark of a disruptive technology. Indeed Bitcoin is a revolutionary technical achievement that heralds amazing potential benefits to human welfare. However, like any technology that can be used for good, it can also be used for ill. The challenge for policymakers will be to foster Bitcoin’s beneficial uses while minimizing its negative consequences. We have some recommendations to help policymakers meet this challenge.

DON’T RESTRICT BITCOIN

Because Bitcoin is essentially online cash, some who trade in drugs and other illicit goods online have found it to be an ideal medium of exchange. Confronted with this fact, the initial impulse of some policymakers will be to call for restrictions on the technology. There are many good reasons, however, to resist such an impulse.

First, as a technology, Bitcoin is neither good nor bad; it is neutral. Paper dollar bills, like bitcoins, can be used in
illicit transactions, yet we do not consider outlawing paper bills. We only prohibit their *illicit use*. Furthermore, there is only anecdotal evidence about the extent to which bitcoins are utilized in criminal transactions. It would be wise to put the criminal use of the technology in perspective alongside its legitimate uses. As the bitcoin economy grows, legitimate uses of bitcoins will likely dwarf criminal transactions, just as we see with paper dollar bills.

Second, any attempt to restrict Bitcoin technology will only harm legitimate uses while leaving illicit uses largely unaffected. Because it is a decentralized global network, Bitcoin is virtually impossible to shut down. There is no Bitcoin company or other entity that can be targeted. Instead, Bitcoin and its ledger exist only in the distributed peer-to-peer network created by its users. As with BitTorrent, the peer-to-peer file-sharing service, taking down any of the individual computers that make up the peer-to-peer system would have little effect on the rest of the network. Therefore, making the use of Bitcoin illegal would not undermine the network; it would only serve to ensure that law-abiding users are denied access to the technology. As a result, society would forgo the many potential benefits of Bitcoin without seeing any drop in criminal use.

Third, if Bitcoin were prohibited, the government would forego the opportunity to regulate intermediaries in the bitcoin economy, such as exchangers and money transmitters. The government’s interests in detecting and preventing money laundering and terrorist financing would be better advanced, not by prohibiting the technology, but by requiring intermediaries to keep records and report suspicious activities, just as traditional financial institutions do. Again, restricting the use of Bitcoin will only ensure that criminals alone will use the technology.
Any illicit intermediaries that emerge, such as exchanges and payment processors, will be unregulated.

Finally, even if the United States prohibited the use of Bitcoin, it is likely that many other countries would not, recognizing the technology’s many potential benefits. The Finnish central bank, for example, has stated that the digital currency is not illegal, and as a result many Finnish businesses have begun to accept bitcoins. By prohibiting Bitcoin use, the United States could put itself at an international competitive disadvantage in the development and use of what may be the next-generation payments system.

**CLARIFY REGULATION AND ENCOURAGE FURTHER DEVELOPMENT**

Rather than overreact to illicit uses of Bitcoin, policymakers would be wise to take a calm and careful approach to the challenges posed by the new technology. Doing so would allow law enforcement to pursue its interests in detecting and preventing money laundering and terrorist financing while ensuring that society does not forgo Bitcoin’s many benefits. Luckily, regulators to date have taken such a cautious approach by slowly integrating Bitcoin into the existing financial regulatory framework. Policymakers can take a few basic steps to maintain the right balance.

In the short term, state governments should decide how they will approach money-transmission licensing of bitcoin businesses. Whether they decide to craft new regulations specifically addressing virtual currency transmitters, as New York has done, or simply adapt existing money-transmission rules to apply to the unique attributes of virtual currencies, as Texas has, states should clarify their policies as soon as possible so that regulatory
uncertainty does not thwart the innovative capacities of this developing industry. Furthermore, states should take care that licensing requirements are no more onerous on virtual currency businesses than they are on traditional money transmitters. Instituting nondiscretionary and less burdensome on-ramp tracks for new businesses will encourage startup formation while maintaining adequate oversight. A licensing ecosystem that maintains interstate consistency while minimizing the additive costs on businesses, as outlined in the preliminary draft of the proposed CSBS framework for state money-transmission licensing, will provide states and their constituents with the dual benefits of consumer protection and competitive financial services markets.

In the long term, policymakers should better define Bitcoin's broader regulatory status. As we have seen, the digital currency does not comfortably fit any existing classification or legal definition. It is neither a foreign currency nor a traditional commodity; nor is it simply a payments network. Consequently, applying existing rules to Bitcoin could unduly impede Bitcoin's legitimate development without any attendant gains to law enforcement or consumer welfare. As a result, policymakers may want to consider developing a new category that takes into account the technology's unique nature. For example, the IRS may consider how to provide more clarity on the tax treatment of bitcoin transactions, perhaps by establishing a new tax category for virtual currencies that combines the de minimis exemption of low transaction amounts through currency taxation with the low capital gains tax rates of property taxation. In general, regulators should also carefully consider and distinguish what regulation, if any, bitcoin exchanges, payment processors, and users should face.
Finally, policymakers should not only allow Bitcoin’s development to continue unimpeded, they should help foster its growth by revisiting existing regulatory barriers. One of the greatest obstacles to Bitcoin’s legitimate adoption is the requirement that businesses engaging in money transmission acquire a license from each state. This is a duplicative, laborious, and expensive process that presents a barrier to interstate commerce without much benefit to consumers. Federal lawmakers and regulators should consider whether preemption is necessary.
VII. CONCLUSION

Bitcoin is an exciting innovation that has the potential to greatly improve human welfare and jump-start beneficial and potentially revolutionary developments in payments, communications, and business. Bitcoin’s clever use of public-key encryption and peer-to-peer networking solves the double-spending problem that had previously made decentralized digital currencies impossible. These properties combine to create a payment system that could lower transaction costs in business and remittances, alleviate poverty, provide an escape from capital controls and monetary mismanagement, allow for legitimate financial privacy online, and spur new financial innovations. On the other hand, as digital cash, Bitcoin can be used for money laundering and illicit trade. However, banning Bitcoin is not the solution to ending money laundering and illicit trade, just as banning cash is not a solution to these same ills.

Bitcoin could ultimately fail as an experimental digital currency and payment system. An unanticipated problem could arise and undermine the bitcoin economy. A superior cryptocurrency could outcompete and replace Bitcoin,
or it could simply fizzle out as a fad. The possibilities for failure are endless, but one reason for failure should not be that policymakers did not understand its workings and its potential. We are ultimately advocating, not for Bitcoin, but for innovation. It is important that policymakers allow this experimentation to continue. Policymakers should work to clarify how Bitcoin is regulated and to normalize its regulation so that we have the opportunity to learn just how innovative Bitcoin can be.
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